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Active Vibration Cancellation Platform 

Enables higher resolution and more precise measurements 

Introducing Everstill™,  TMC’s latest breakthrough in advanced  
floor vibration control.  The patented Everstill K-400 is a benchtop  
vibration cancellation system which incorporates a “serial type” 
active architecture.  This, combined with velocity sensors for 
enhanced, sub-Hz sensitivity, attains a dramatic level of low  
frequency vibration attenuation.

Designed to isolate ultra-precision instruments from building  
floor vibration down to below 1 Hz, the Everstill K-400 is ideal  
for optical microscopes, SPMs, and metrology instruments.

With technology evolving from TMC’s STACIS® piezoelectric  
vibration cancellation, Everstill is an active hard-mount that  
cancels vibration starting at 0.7 Hz. Specifically designed  
for maximum low frequency performance, Everstill excels in  
the critical 1-10 Hz range where precision instruments tend  
to be the most sensitive.

The portable, compact design is ideally suited for easy installation  
on work benches and tables.  The only input requirement is  
power from a standard AC outlet.

Superior low frequency  
performance.  Starts to isolate  
at 0.7 Hz. Dramatic vibration  
cancellation, especially in the  
critical 1-10 Hz range.

Patented active vibration  
cancellation technology.  
Ideal for small, lightweight, 
ultra-precision instruments.

Active hard-mount.  No air.  
Robust plug and play design.

Advanced vibration sensor  
technology. Incorporates  
geophone type velocity sensors  
for sub-Hz performance. Better  
low frequency sensitivity than 
accelerometers.
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Specifications
 
Schematic architecture:         
Serial type active  
(actuator in series with  
isolator spring)

Vibration sensors:         
Geophone type velocity  
sensor (voltage proportional  
to velocity)

Leveling: 
Automatic  
Repeatability:  
+/- 0.02 in (+/- 0.5mm) 

Dimensions: (W x L x H)  
16 x 20 x 4 in. 
400 x 500 x 100 mm 

Weight:  
60 lbs. (27 kg)

Payload capacity:             
50 – 330 lbs. (23 – 150 kg)

Isolation performance: 
4 – 7 dB @ 1.0 Hz 
> 20 dB above 2.5 Hz  

Resonant frequency:   
0.6 Hz

Active vibration  
cancellation bandwidth:   
0.7 – 100 Hz

Passive vibration  
cancellation bandwidth:   
up to 1000 Hz

Facility requirement:         
90-220V, 50/60Hz

Transportation:         
Internal lock-out restraint   

Caution!  Be careful when  
comparing our performance to 
alternative designs. Our data is 
actual measured performance, 
not a model. Furthermore, the 
data is taken with only low- 
amplitude, micron level  
vibration as the excitation.

U.S. Patent Nos. 5,660,255,  

5,823,307, Other Patents Pending
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TMC introduces LaserTable-Base™, the latest 
addition to our STACIS® iX line of piezoelec-
tric active vibration cancellation systems.  
LaserTable-Base offers an extraordinary level 
of improvement over existing technology in  
the amount of vibration isolation attainable 
with an Optical Table.

Typically, Optical Tables are supported by 
low-frequency pneumatic vibration isolation 
systems.  Though very effective at isolating 
high frequencies, these passive systems  
actually amplify vibration in the critical  
1 to 3 Hz range.

TMC’s STACIS® technology overcomes 
these limitations through a patented technol-
ogy which incorporates piezoelectric actuators  
and inertial vibration sensors to cancel, not 
amplify, very low frequency vibration.

The STACIS® iX LaserTable-Base combines 
these two technologies, air and STACIS®, into 
one integrated cancellation system.  The result 
is vibration cancellation at very low frequen-

cies and unprecedented levels of high frequency 
isolation due to the combined effect of two 
isolation systems in series. 
                                  (continued on back side)

Features
•   Incorporates patented STACIS® technology

•   Active inertial vibration cancellation system

•   Vibration cancellation starts below 1 Hz

•   Extended stroke piezoelectric actuators, 
up to 60 microns

•  6 active degrees-of-freedom

•   Consists of two isolation systems in series 
for maximum vibration cancellation

•   Incorporates patented MaxDamp® 
Air Isolators

•    Simple, robust, and cost-effective 

•   Installs easily, minimal tuning required

•   Optional shelves for mounting equipment 
under the table

•   Includes TMC’s DC-2000 Digital Controller

LaserTable-Base™ 
with MaxDamp® air isolators 
shown with ClassOne™ CleanTop® II 
model 794-655-02R

NEW
STACIS® iX 
LaserTable-Base™

Hybrid Piezoelectric/Air  
Active Vibration Cancellation System
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*  4,000 lb (1,800 kg) capacity LaserTable-Base™ with MaxDamp® Isolation System.
Payload of 2,000 lbs (907 kg), tested with simulated floor vibration at VC-C  
(500 micro-inches per second, 12.5 microns per second). 
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  Catalog No.    Description                                     
 K – 400         Everstill, 16 x 20 x 4 in. (400 x 500 x 100 mm)

Everstill™  Ordering Chart

Everstill™ K-400, December 2015

One-button operation

Self-leveling top 

Leveling feet to  
accommodate uneven 
tables and benches

U.S. Patent Nos. 5,660,255,  

5,823,307, Other Patents Pending
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addition to our STACIS® iX line of piezoelec-
tric active vibration cancellation systems.  
LaserTable-Base offers an extraordinary level 
of improvement over existing technology in  
the amount of vibration isolation attainable 
with an Optical Table.

Typically, Optical Tables are supported by 
low-frequency pneumatic vibration isolation 
systems.  Though very effective at isolating 
high frequencies, these passive systems  
actually amplify vibration in the critical  
1 to 3 Hz range.

TMC’s STACIS® technology overcomes 
these limitations through a patented technol-
ogy which incorporates piezoelectric actuators  
and inertial vibration sensors to cancel, not 
amplify, very low frequency vibration.

The STACIS® iX LaserTable-Base combines 
these two technologies, air and STACIS®, into 
one integrated cancellation system.  The result 
is vibration cancellation at very low frequen-

cies and unprecedented levels of high frequency 
isolation due to the combined effect of two 
isolation systems in series. 
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Features
•   Incorporates patented STACIS® technology

•   Active inertial vibration cancellation system

•   Vibration cancellation starts below 1 Hz

•   Extended stroke piezoelectric actuators, 
up to 60 microns

•  6 active degrees-of-freedom

•   Consists of two isolation systems in series 
for maximum vibration cancellation

•   Incorporates patented MaxDamp® 
Air Isolators

•    Simple, robust, and cost-effective 

•   Installs easily, minimal tuning required

•   Optional shelves for mounting equipment 
under the table

•   Includes TMC’s DC-2000 Digital Controller
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*  4,000 lb (1,800 kg) capacity LaserTable-Base™ with MaxDamp® Isolation System.
Payload of 2,000 lbs (907 kg), tested with simulated floor vibration at VC-A  
(2,000 micro-inches per second, 50 microns per second). 


